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About This Game

A giant comet breaks up and showers Earth with meteorites of different sizes. As a members of Earth's Meteorite Defense
Command it is your job to guard your district from being annihilated by the massive rocks and other threats. Are you up to the

task?
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This game is like snake in 3D space, best $3 I've spent.

This game did not look interesting to me at a glance, but I'm glad I tried it - you play with physics objects in a cube, you launch
these little blarp things at a target and each time you hit it your space increases and you have to control another little blarp. It's
easy at first but as you collect a few you're beginning to realize how difficult it is to keep them all doing what you want... when
things get crazy, use your shield!. I'm really sorry but the game's controls is so bugged that is completely game breaking, like
you can't technically upgrade your weapons because the controls doesn't react and if so it completely glitches the game. Mouse
controls doesn't work at all.. This is a weak thumbs up. A modern take on old catridge game difficulty platformers. 1 hit deaths
with difficult platforming. This game is quite difficult, and unfortunately has some flaws in that regard, the later levels being
ridiculously harder to the point of frustration

Pro:
Good art
Enjoyable gameplay

Cons:
Offscreen projectiles
Difficulty spikes. It shows the story of Rorschach and Nite Owl before the Watchmen comic. Awesome. Needs a tutorial as at
first its frustratingly maddening without clearer instructions.Like holding ctrl when your zombie horde is created over the
zombie type panel to add surplus walkers to your control and even on easy mode its rock hard,I have only managed to grab one
city on easy before they killed (again) all of my forces.Despite all of these issues I really like it, its a just pop on and blast 15
minute type of game which with balancing might pleasantly suprise you.. From one of the best saga ever here, even more
complex and challenging.
Everyone should play Space Pilgrim games if he loves adventures and solving mysteries with a nice sci-fi story ever-growing
and the possibility to roam free everywhere not blocked by a point and click system! :)
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Great game! no bugs, short enough for youtube gameplay (got me 26 min with alot of talking xD) and graphics are really
nice.\ufeff. It works as intended and it's very simple to use.. A great premise for a game which allows you to craft an alibi for a
murder you did commit. A nice variety of options and it doesn't hold your hand when you're doing something stupid, like
contradicting sworn testimony from others. I thought that the framework of the game was very well done, it flows and rewards
intelligence and planning.

However the implementation is frustrating. The graphics are subpar and the opening murder scene has some atrocious character
models. While I enjoyed being left to my own devices in how I crafted my alibi for the night, it would have been nice to have
some cues as to who I am framing and why certain actions will lead to framing certain people. Also, part of the case relies on
how much the judge trusts you and while you get a note implying that his trust level has changed you don't know whether his
trust goes up or down.

Overall- worth a play through if you like novel games and are prepared to work through some rough edges but probably not
worth the replay for all the endings.

Last point- bonus for the scene when you quit saying court is ajourned for the day. Nice touch.. I'm very surprised to see so
many positive reviews for this game and I'll tell you why.

First and foremost, the visual presentation is by far the worst I've had in VR. The pixilation is horriffic, even the title sceen
looks like something from 2000. It completely ruined this "experience for me". I "played" with the high graphics setting and
cranked the resolution scaling to 120 percent on steam vr which didn't help very much at all. I'm not sure if it was just
something with my PC but Fallout VR and Arizona Sunshine look a million times better than this.

Secondly, it's much too short to even be worth the 5 dollars, and there is certaintly not even story to become engaged in the
world.

Overall hugely disapointed, but maybe they will fix the visuals and make this worth something.. Basically got this for free with
the sale, so let's go.

First off we have the Classic Black Panther pack. Original level, several characters I've never heard of, and Klaw looks like a
Klown. 10\/10.

Next is the Captain Marvel pack. Based off of comics, ends on a cliffhanger, so it's an advertisment. Cool plane though. 9\/10.

ANAD Doctor Strange. Fun level, fun characters, probably also based off of comic. 10\/10

Agents of SHIELD. Ming-Na Wen provides original voice acting, eventually recognizable characters, nice attention to detail.
10\/10.

Masters of Evil. Somewhat interesting level, fun characters, everybody looks like clowns. 8\/10

Avengers Explorer pack. Starbooster Armor, Hammerhead Armor, Iron Skull. No complaints here. 10\/10. I had some trouble
figuring out how to make this thing work when I first got it, but I finally figured it out - the button to activate it is in the start
menu. Once I DID get it to work, I realized just how POWERFUL this fekker is! SERIOUSLY! My shiitface computer could
barely run For Honor w/o this, but now it runs like budda!. Note: pretty much a review-in-progress,
will probably be updated when important patches are coming.

Gameplay
it is kept simple through the whole game.
In the Tutorial you can easily test out all of the powers
(and get a exposition by bullies about your powers).
Through most of the game, you jump around,
try to hit the robots while you evade their shots.
A few nice mechanics like death rays and moving platforms are placed in the world.
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Sound
Nicely done. It ties in with the atmosphere of the game
and doesn't distract too much.
The sfx are very nice as well (but the sound of one enemy seems to be cut off, the flying little enemy).

Graphics
Modelled completely in 3D this 2.5D side scroller has impressive graphics.
They look beautiful, but they don't distract.

Additional Notes:
The Boss fights are really a sudden change of difficulty.. so be prepared.
Sometimes little bugs happen (like one-sided invisible walls or missing collision), but they are mostly minor.
(Not sure about this one) The ability to punch is pretty much disabled through most of the game.. even tough it is one of the
main characteristics of two powers.

Currently only 3 levels plus tutorial are available.
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